MODIFICATION:

This vehicle is categorized as a "Restomod" which is a full restoration that includes modernization. The external appearance of the vehicle remained primarily unchanged while the chassis, brakes, suspension, interior and drive train were upgraded to more modern technologies. This vehicle had been extensively modified from its original design by SpeedKore Performance Group and nicknamed "Menace". SpeedKore's website (https://speedkore.com) indicated the following modifications:

**Powertrain:**
- 6.4L Hemi V-8
- Whipple Supercharger 2.9L
- SpeedKore Cold Air Intake
- SpeedKore Custom Fabricated Headers & Exhaust
- 720 Horsepower

**Chassis, Wheels & Tires:**
- HRE Wheels P101 – 19x10" Front and 20x12" Rear
- Michelin Pilot Sport Tires
- Baer Six-Piston Extreme Brake Package
Exterior:
- SpeedKore Carbon Fiber – 100% Prepreg Autoclaved Parts
- Custom Shaved Sheet Metal Exterior
- SpeedKore “Lakeshore Blue” PPG Paint

Interior:
- Custom Fabricated Dashboard
- Custom Gauges and Graphics
- SpeedKore Carbon Fiber Interior Panels
- Gabe’s Custom Upholstery Leather Interior
- CNC’d Instrument Panel

Further investigation revealed this vehicle to be outfitted with a Roadster Shop Fast Track chassis which was comprised of the frame, steering rack, sway bar, differential housing and front and rear suspension components (http://roadstershop.com).